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Abstract: A dynamic dependence graph is one of many techniques to extract a dynamic slice. Dynamic program slicing is very useful in debugging. This paper discusses about brief comparison of static and dynamic slicing, the dynamic dependence graph and its optimization algorithm and conclusion.
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1. Introduction

The original concept of a program slice was introduced by Weiser [1, 2, 3, 4]. Program slicing is a technique to extract only those statements from the program, which affect a chosen set of variable also known as variable of interest ‘VOI’. Slicing is used to reduce the size of a program by eliminating the statements that cannot affect the value of variable of interest. The reduced program is known as slice. We can also say that program slicing is program understanding or analysis technique. With the help of slicing the focus can be made only on a specific sub-component of a very large program.

Slicing is broadly classified into two categories i.e. static slicing and dynamic slicing. A static program slice S consists of all statements in program P that may affect the value of variable v at some point p [4, 5]. The slice is defined for a slicing criterion C=(x,V), where x is a statement in program P and V is a subset of variables in P. A static slice, preserves the program’s behavior (value of variable v) for all possible program executions. The exact terminology “dynamic program slicing” was first introduced by Korel and Laski [7, 8]. Dynamic slicing may very well be regarded as a non-interactive variation of Balzer’s notion of flowback analysis [8]. A dynamic slice preserves the program’s behavior for a specific program input, rather than for all program inputs where as a static slice preserves the program’s behavior for all the program inputs. This paper presents the difference between static and dynamic slicing on the basis of statement coverage, further it explains the program dependence graph and dependency matrix and dynamic dependence graph along with its optimized approach.

2. Comparison of Static Slicing and Dynamic Slicing

begin:
S1: read(X)
S2: if(X<0)
then
S3: Y:=f1(X);
S4: Z:=g1(X);
else
S5: if(X=0)
then
S6: Y:=f2(X);
S7: Z:=g2(X);
else
S8: Y:=f3(X);
S9: Z:=g3(X);
end_if;
end_if;
S10: write(Y);
S11: write(Z);
End

Figure 1: Example Program 1

In case of static slicing the slice for the slicing criterion (Y,10) in figure 3 would consists of the statements {1,2,3,5,6,8}. The total number of statements in the slice is 6. In case of dynamic slicing the slice would be computed on the basis of input value [3,4,5]. So the slice for the slicing criterion (-1,Y,10) would consists of only three statements i.e. {1,2,3}.

Figure 2: Comparison between static slicing and dynamic slicing

3. Program Representation

A. Program Dependence Graph

A graph G = (V, E) where V is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges formed by joining two vertices. A PDG represents the relationship between various statements of a program [1,4,6]. The nodes or a vertex in a PDG represents statements and the edges represent the dependency between the statements. There are two kinds of dependencies.

- Data Dependency
- Control Dependency
Data Dependency – An edge from node x to node y means that the computation at node y depends on the value computed at node x.

Control Dependency – An edge from node x to node y means that the computation of node y depends on the Boolean outcome at node x [6].

In order to plot the graph we need to have knowledge of the dependency matrices. PDG is the graphical representation of dependency matrices.

B. Dependency Matrices

The representation of a program in the form of matrix refers to as dependency matrix. There are separate matrix for control dependency and data dependency. The values or numbers in the matrix correspond to the statement number. With the help of these matrices we can make out a statement dependency on other statements. For eg. The dependency matrices for the program in Figure 1 is given below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Dependency Matrix</th>
<th>Control Dependency Matrix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>data_dependency =</td>
<td>control_dependency =</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 1</td>
<td>3 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 1</td>
<td>4 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 1</td>
<td>5 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 1</td>
<td>6 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 1</td>
<td>7 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 1</td>
<td>8 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 1</td>
<td>9 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Dependency Matrix

The first entry in the data dependency column is 2 1 it means that statement 2 is data dependent on statement 1. It means that statement 1 has some value which is used by statement 2. When we plot a graph the data dependency edge is constructed from 1 to 2.

Similarly by checking out this way we can easily make out the dependencies. By the help of these dependencies we can construct a graph. These matrices turn out to be very helpful when the graph grows huge. A bigger graph becomes very messy with the large number of edges, thereby making it really difficult to read the graph.

C. Dynamic Dependence graph

Dynamic dependence graph is modified and optimized version of the previously created dynamic slicing approaches. It solves the problem of multiple reaching definitions of the same variable by the statement. The program dependence graph represents only the dependency of the statements. So in case if we have a program having multiple reaching definitions of the same variable and we use program dependence graph to extract a dynamic slice then the resulting dynamic slice would include those statements also which have not been executed [1,9]. The drawback of this approach was that the size of the graph becomes equivalent to that of the program. For e.g.,

begin
S1: read(N);
S2: I:=1;
S3: while(1<=N) do
S4: read(X);
S5: if(X<0) then
S6: Y:=f1(X);
else
S7: Y:=f2(X);
end_if;
S8: Z:=f3(Y);
S9: write(Z);
S10: I:=I+1;
end_while;
end

Figure 4: Example Program 3

The program in Fig. 4 is checked for the test case N =3, X=-4,3,-2. First the execution trace is constructed for the given test case [9]. The data dependency and control dependency matrix are constructed for different values of X in different iterations.

For I=1 is 1,2,3,4,5,6,8,9,10
For I=2 is 3,4,5,7,8,9,10
For I=3 is 3,4,5,6,8,9,10 and 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X=4</th>
<th>X=5</th>
<th>X=6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 1</td>
<td>3 1</td>
<td>3 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 2</td>
<td>3 10</td>
<td>3 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 4</td>
<td>5 4</td>
<td>5 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 4</td>
<td>6 4</td>
<td>6 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 6</td>
<td>8 6</td>
<td>8 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 8</td>
<td>9 8</td>
<td>9 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 2</td>
<td>10 2</td>
<td>10 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Data Dependency Matrix for the program in figure 4 for the test case N=3 and X=-4,3,-2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X=4</th>
<th>X=5</th>
<th>X=6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 3</td>
<td>7 5</td>
<td>5 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 3</td>
<td>8 3</td>
<td>6 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 5</td>
<td>9 3</td>
<td>8 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 3</td>
<td>10 3</td>
<td>9 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 3</td>
<td>10 3</td>
<td>10 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Control Dependency Matrix for the program Fig.4 in for the test case N=3 and X=-4,3,-2

4. Proposed Work

Software is often modified to reflect new functionality, with the changes of its specification. In the modification, several bugs are usually injected and so debugging is an important task in software evolution. Program slicing and specifically...
dynamic program slicing is highly efficient in debugging. Dynamic Dependence Graph is a approach to find the dynamic slice. But the issue with dynamic dependence graph is that it gets very complex in case of bigger program. So in order to make the task of finding the faults easier, my thesis work focuses on lowering the number of nodes in dynamic dependence graph for program slicing i.e. optimizing the dynamic dependence graph.

The algorithm for an optimized dependence graph is as follows;

1. Taking the program as an input.
2. Input the slicing criterion i.e. <input (t), occurrence of statement (l), variable of interest (v)>.
3. Executing the input program against the given test case.
4. Find the trace of the program according to the test case.
5. Draw the dependency matrices of each iteration of the loop.
   - Construct the matrix for the first iteration including all the data dependency and control dependency.
   - Construct the matrix for the second iteration if the statement in inside if else condition has been included in the matrix for the previous iteration, then do not include that statement again in the matrix of other iteration.
6. Repeat the above steps till the program terminates.
7. Now construct the graph of the matrix.
8. Construct a node for each statement labelling them with their respective statement numbers.
9. Draw the edges between the nodes with the help of matrices.
10. Once the graph is constructed we can find out the dynamic slice with respect to a variable, var by first finding out the last definition of variable ‘v’ and finding all the reachable statements.

A. Implementation of the proposed work

For the program in figure 5 we are going to find an optimized version of the dynamic dependence graph using the proposed approach.

Now, compare the column X=-2 in figure 5 and 7 we can see that the matrix in figure 7 is smaller than in figure 5. This is because we have omitted those dependencies inside the loop which have already been included in previous iterations. Similarly the control dependency has been constructed.

5. Conclusions

The dynamic dependence graph has been optimized and this method can be used to develop a tool for slicing. Dynamic slicing is an important concept and it finds its application in areas like debugging [15, 24], testing [10,11,12,13,14], reverse engineering [15,16], software maintenance [16,17,18,19], program integration [20, 21] and software metrics [34,35].

The concept explained in proposed work can be used to develop a tool. Tool for dynamic slicing of java programs can be developed as most of the programming for software is done using java. The tool would provide a lot of help in debugging and testing.
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